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Abstract
This paper provides a brief overview of ongoing work towards
the realisation of a multi-camera video-based person tracking
system. The developing system is orientated towards a dis-
tributed architecture for sharing visual information between
multiple cameras. A hierarchical method for modelling peo-
ple in scenes using colour features is proposed, however, future
development will also look at including other useful measures
such as texture. The method uses a kernel-based classification
implementation to track a base set of visual components which
can then be grouped to form high-level object descriptors. Some
results are shown for a Kernel Adatron implementation of the
classifier.

1. Introduction
Computer aided surveillance has been a developing area in com-
puter vision circles for some time. With the increase in com-
puter processing speeds and memory sizes, much past research
is starting to have useful applications now that near real-time
implementations are realisable.

This project has been primarily aimed at the global prob-
lem of tracking several people, simultaneously, through a multi-
camera environment. Thus, in addition to dealing with single-
view occlusions and scene changes, the system needs to be
able to detect object movement between multiple camera views,
which may, or may not, be overlapped. The problem faced is
one that requires a system capable of coordinating data among
several distributed resources in a manner that can be tied in with
current computer vision methods. Additionally, this paper fo-
cuses on the use of colour as the primary discriminator between
targets. In many situations colour is a powerful descriptor and
can often reduce the complexity of a recognition problem im-
mensely.

In terms of the generalised surveillance tracking class, a
number of alternative approaches have been explored. The con-
tinual innovation in this area is attributed to the quest to find the
ultimate system which is both robust and capable of real-time
operation.

A well known colour tracking method involves the use of
the mean-shift method [3]. This approach uses a histogram-
based search which iteratively finds the most similar target can-
didate using a histogram similarity metric based on the Bhat-
tacharyya coefficient. Its primary advantage is its low compu-
tational complexity and near real-time operation. However in
the long-term, histogram modelling methods have been known
to fail (even with adaptation). Also, the scaling of models for
multiple objects and camera views is awkward.

Motion estimation techniques such as Kalman [15] and par-
ticle filters [7] approach the tracking problem from a stochas-
tic point of view. If objects are parameterised by their physi-
cal interactions with an environment, and these parameters are
assumed to follow a basic motion model corrupted by some
noise, then predictive estimates can be used to track each tar-
get’s position in the context of its model. An advantage of this
formulation is that it intuitively facilitates integration with 3-
D based information. Both Kalman and condensation track-
ers have been applied to solving the multi-view correspondence
tracking problem [10, 11, 13, 16]. However, performance is de-
pendent on the number of objects and views in the scene as well
as the initialisation process. In fact in the event of failure, these
systems are often unable to recover due to the complexity of
system re-initialisation.

Simpler approaches such as blob tracking using segmented
masks combined with complex rule sets have also been at-
tempted [8] with some good short-term results. Solving the
problem of computational complexity within high dimensional
parameter spaces, inconsistency of multiple camera hardware,
and the lack of a standardised framework have kept tracking at
the forefront of computer vision research.

The system proposed here approaches the tracking problem
from a classification standpoint. Appearance models of people
are created based on colour features and then used by a neu-
ral network to detect their presence in subsequent frames. This
one-shot style of tracking has the advantage of being able to
deal with occluding objects, movement between multiple cam-
era views and asynchronous video feeds. In addition, the frame-
work is extremely flexible, allowing optional integration with
a variety of information such as camera pose, geometric fea-
tures and motion tendencies. Further, since a classification-
based system does not suffer from cumulative measurement er-
rors the proposed system can be used in conjunction with pop-
ular estimation-based trackers, thus solving the re-initialisation
problem.

The following sections describe a distributed classification
system capable of tracking colour components belonging to
moving objects and persons. Operation proceeds by breaking
a scene into unimodal colour components which are then clas-
sified into temporary object classes using an online kernel ada-
tron. The final stage involves refining the allocation of classified
colours to their respective objects based on group and spatial de-
pendencies, though this stage has not been completely refined
as yet.



2. System Overview
A basic premise of the system is that data should be hierarchi-
cally divided so that different levels of information can be pro-
cessed appropriately (Figure 1). In this application, our lowest
data level is the video input from the camera network.

Figure 1:System Data Flow Diagram.

The first level of processing involves noise filtering, colour
transformations and motion segmentation (separating moving
foreground objects from the background image). Following
this, the data enters the low-level processing level, where vi-
sual feature detection takes place (i.e. colour). These visual
features are extracted using colour segmentation, and tracked
using a neural network classification technique.

Once reliable visual features are available, construction of
high-level descriptors of foreground objects is possible. These
descriptors consist of combinations of the low-level visual fea-
tures and can then be shared through the distributed processing
system.

3. Feature Extraction
Extracting good features is probably the most critical task.
While it is relatively simple to take a variety of measurements
from images, it is imperative that one ensures that the feature
measurements are both repeatable and comparable (i.e. the fea-
ture space is consistent and uniform).

Since the thrust of the project is to exploit the colour rela-
tionships of targets, a reliable chromatic measurement system is
required. It was found that a convenient method for extracting
colour, was to use CIE L*a*b* colour co-ordinates which pre-
serve perceptual uniformity. The feature vectors thus appear as
cartesian co-ordinates inR3.

Uniformity in the colour space refers to the property that
standard distance measures (i.e. Euclidean) are proportional to
the change in perceived colour. Owing to the fact that our neural
network uses radial basis functions for its kernels, this unifor-
mity becomes very useful when discriminating between colour
clusters, since a translation in feature space relates directly to
a change in perceived colour. This gives the system a human-
like ability to distinguish colours. It is of course also possible to
create an arbitrary colour space aimed at maximising colour dis-
crimination, however, this discrimination will only be as good
as the training set, and may not necessarily preserve uniformity.

Figure 2:CIE Lab Colour Space.

The CIE L*a*b* space (Figure 2) consists of two colour
axes and a luminanceL∗ or brightness axis. Thea∗ values
range from red to green, while theb∗ values describe blue
to yellow. The configuration is similar to the HSV colour
space, although the CIE L*a*b* space is spherical and the co-
ordinates, being rectangular, allow the Euclidean distance be-
tween points to be relative to the difference in colour. A dis-
advantage is its computationally intensive transform, which re-
quires an initial mapping to the CIE XYZ space.

Initially, during training, a motion segmented image is use-
ful for isolating moving objects which need classification. How-
ever, once enough observations have been made, it is possible
to switch back to classifying unsegmented images, which would
decrease classification errors due to bad segmentation.

3.1. Colour Segmentation

Apart from motion segmentation, a colour segmentation scheme
is required to generate a list of blobs and scene colours. This
allows the object colours to be represented as features while
retaining the spatial information (unlike histogram methods).

A batch colour segmentation method allows an efficient
quantisation of the foreground into coloured components, lead-
ing to a compressed data representation which is suited to high-
level processing. As colour segmentation applies to the training
of object colour models, the process operates on the segmented
foreground mask produced by motion segmentation.

Multiscale image processing techniques are hierarchical
processes which use multiple resolutions of an image to perform
analysis. These can be approached as top-down (quad-tree de-
composition) or bottom-up processes (image pyramids). In the
latter methods, image levels are constructed by downsampling
the image by a series of filters — Gaussian in this case — which
provides a smoother output.

The OpenCV library [6] provides a well optimised imple-
mentation based on the algorithm proposed in [2]. The input
image (largest) can be thought of as the base of the pyramid.
Each consecutive level is then built upwards, downsampling by
a factor of two at each stage, until a specified maximum level
is reached (commonly between 3 and 5). Two thresholds,T1

andT2, determine the nature of the segmentation, and linking is
performed in two stages illustrated in Figure 3.

1. A link between a pixelpx,y on level L and its can-
didate fatherp′x′,y′ on level L + 1 is established if:
dist(c(px,y, L), c(p′x′,y′ , L + 1)) ≤ T1.

2. Connected componentsA andB are then clustered to-
gether if: dist(c(A), c(B)) ≤ T2.



Figure 3:Pyramid segmentation process.

The functiondist is the Euclidean distance between local
property functionsc for each pixel. The local propertyc is the
type of measurement associated with a pixel, which in this case
is simply the intensity of the pixel. Therefore, the distance cal-
culated by thedist function is effectively the difference in pixel
intensities|i(x, y)− i(x′, y′)|.

Parameter tuning, which is dealt with in [9], was found to
be fairly inconsequential. Unlike [9], the primary goal here is
to reduce the mass of pixel data to a manageable number of
classes (approximately 5% of the image pixels). Therefore ex-
act parameters for maximising the quantisation are not required.
In fact, a larger list of small regions which more accurately de-
scribe the original pixel colours is preferred. In general, setting
T1 = 30 andT2 = 10 provided equitable results.

The output of the pyramid segmentation method (Figure 4)
is then processed into a list of image regions (connected com-
ponents), each representing a unimodal colour cluster in the im-
age. The CIE L*a*b* co-ordinates of these clusters are then
used as features to train a neural network which can then clas-
sify future image regions into a basic colour set. Several clusters
in this set can then be combined, by exploiting neighbourhood
information, to form a high-level person/object descriptors.

Figure 4:Pyramid Colour Segmentation.

4. Neural Network
As described previously, the base function of the system con-
sists of being able to correctly identify the set of target colour
clusters between observations. The classification process en-
tails providing a probability comparison between the set of tar-
get colours and the visible colour components in the latest im-
age. Since the feature data is generated by selecting Gaussian

colour clusters, a Gaussian kernel-based probabilistic network
seemed the logical choice.

4.1. Kernel Adatron

Several classification techniques could be easily applied to this
model, and one could argue that a simple K-Nearest Neighbour
classifier could easily do the job. The selection of the Kernel
Adatron in particular is based on the overall needs of the system.
Firstly, each model needs to be easily structured for global syn-
chronisation with network storage nodes. Secondly, a degree of
compactness is required both for speed in classification/updates
and in storage. Finally, since observed data may often fall near
the edge of the cluster group misclassification could cause in-
valid updates to be made, thus causing the system reliability to
degrade.

Figure 5:Kernel Adatron example for 2-dimension features

The kernel adatron (KA) is a simple implementation of a
support vector machine, which allows maximisation of the mar-
gin in the feature space, thus forming a non-linear decision
boundary in the input space [14]. Effectively, this provides an
optimal decision boundary between classes. In the implementa-
tion, two target classes are represented by positive and negative
unit Gaussians respectively. This allows a classification process
to simply sum the Gaussian weights and classify between the
two classes by the sign of the resulting probability (+1; -1). Fig-
ure 5 shows an example of a constructed KA. The positive peak
identifies the current target class, while the negative peaks show
other classes. Regions where the graph is zero are unclassified.

The largest difference between the KA method as opposed
to the PNN (Probabilistic Neural Network) is that, during train-
ing, the KA assigns and updates a set of importance weights (α)
which identify how close each kernel is to the decision bound-
ary (support vectors). The primary advantage to our application
here is that kernels with very small alpha values are not impor-
tant to decision making and can therefore be discarded for clas-
sification. This results in a pseudo-compression scheme for the
feature vectors, which constrains the models to a finite size and
therefore limits the load of the network. Effectively, the com-
pression works in a similar manner to an adaptive averaging fil-
ter, with the advantage that previous features are not necessarily
averaged by time but rather by importance to classification.

4.1.1. Implementation

One of the features of the Kernel Adatron is that it is ex-
tremely easy to implement since it relies on only a few matrix
operations. This implementation is extended from course
literature by Green J. (Soft Computing 1999, UCT Press)
which summarises theory presented in [14].



XT — (m x n) matrix of m input features (rows) with
n dimensions (cols).
T — (m x n) matrix of target values forn classes, each having
m features.
A — (m x n) matrix of alpha values forn classes, each having
m features.

The XT matrix is a maintained set of features which de-
termine the characteristics of each kernel.T assigns the
target values for each feature vector. Columns in theT
matrix represent each class, while row values identify whether
the respective feature belongs (+1) or does not belong (-1)
to the class. A typical target column will contain at least
one +1 value. TheA matrix has identical dimensions (and
representative form) to theT matrix, but instead maintains the
α weights (decision importance) for each feature (row) in the
XT matrix. If only one feature per class is stipulated, theA
andT matrices become square.

4.1.2. Training:

For brevity we notate the squared Euclidean distance between
input vectorsx1 andx2 by d2(x1, x2). In the case where the
input vectors consist of multiple rows, this operation returns a
distance matrix describing the distance between each combina-
tion of inputs. For further information refer to [12].

Training proceeds in the following manner (referenced
equations are defined below):

1. Calculate squared Euclidean distance matrix (Eqn 1)

2. Activate Gaussian kernels (Eqn 2)

While less thani iterationsAND m < 0.99 DO:

3. Calculate signed and weighted kernels (Eqn 3)

4. Updateα values based on learning rateη (Eqn 4)

5. Calculate margin - distance from decision boundary to
nearest point (Eqn 5).

D = d2(XT , XT ) (1)

K = e−1/(2σ).D (2)

While less thani iterationsAND m < 0.99

Z = K.A.T (3)

δA = η(1− Z.T ) (4)

m = 0.5
(
min(Z+)−max(Z−)

)
(5)

4.1.3. Classification:

The classification procedure is identical to training steps 1
through 3 except that the distance matrix is now calculated be-
tweenX andXT , whereX are the features to be classified.

4.1.4. Update:

Updating is simply a selection process where features classi-
fied positively in a class and meeting a similarity threshold are
updated. In addition, features which were unclassified (sum of

kernels = 0) and are significantly different from all other classes
are appended to theXT matrix. This addition obviously in-
cludes initialised updates to theA andT matrices as well.

5. Object Models
Once a reliable set of classified colour components is available,
more complex grouping of the components can be used to cre-
ate high-level visual object/person descriptors. Since several
objects can share similar colours and since not all colours may
always be visible, these descriptors cannot be represented by a
combined feature vector. The objective is to group colour fea-
tures that tend to cluster both spatially and temporally. These
groupings should then correspond with the set of tracked tar-
gets.

One idea is to use a voting system where each object votes
for a component based on basic region measurements, such as
aspect ratio and relative magnitude, as well as its neighbour-
ing colour relationships. Superposition of several separate deci-
sions combined with the component’s classification probability
can then provide a comparative measure, indicating to which
object model a colour component belongs.

6. Results
Colour component tracking by means of kernel-based classifi-
cation has proved to be a highly effective method for locating
characteristic regions of both people and objects. The current
implementation is able to distinguish trained objects and per-
sons with fair robustness to moderate lighting differences. The
primary goal of this section of work is to assess the possibility
and usefulness of distinguishing people or objects in a surveil-
lance scene based on their colour. This by no means implies that
colour should be the only descriptor, but allows its limitations
and uses to be realised. Unfortunately, since the implementa-
tion forms part of on-going work, no quantitative comparisons
could be drawn with other systems owing to the large deviation
from the conventional tracking approach (classification-based
scheme).

Some example images of classifying various trained targets
are shown below. In general the actual colour classification
phase performs extremely well with a correct colour matching
rate of between 80 and 90%. Errors experienced are primarily
caused by CCD saturation due to very bright lighting or dark ar-
eas. Figure 6 shows two examples where a shirt and a box have
been selected for classification. Boxes represent a successfully
classified colour component belonging to a trained model.

Figure 6:Classification using unsegmented scene

As seen in the right-hand image, errors can occur in classi-
fication when the target colour is visible in more than one place.
Further work has been able to compensate for this by attaching
importance weighting to targets based on their size and com-
monality throughout the scene. It is also evident that not all



areas of the trained colour model have been detected. This is
simply a matter of tuning the size of the radial basis function
and has also been improved in further implementations.

Currently several camera servers allow images to be trans-
mitted to a processing client over a 100 Mbps LAN during test-
ing. Input frame rate varies between 5 and 15 fps depending
on network load. Processing involving feature extraction and
classification operates at an average of approximately 4 fps on
a 320 x 240 unsegmented colour image processed on a Pentium
III 450 MHz. It is envisioned that a more optimised implemen-
tation will lead to faster frame rates in the future.

Improved performance can be attained by using a motion
segmented image as the input (Figure 7 shows an example).
This reduces the processing required during pyramid colour
segmentation (fewer pixels to process) and reduces the number
of classifications necessary. In general, unsegmented input is
only useful for scenes where continual environmental changes
make segmentation unfeasible (e.g. reflective materials). On
the other hand, the flexibility of the system to operate on either
type of input may prove useful in applications such as tracking
using a Pan Tilt Zoom or mobile camera.

Figure 7:Classification using motion segmented scene

6.1. Discussion

A key issue, which affects the overall system, is colour con-
sistency between different cameras. Since the entire goal of
the system is to be able to correctly identify targets between
multiple views, this can be exceedingly complex when colour
measurements from two cameras are decidedly different for the
same object. In addition, not only will each camera present
a varied representation of the same scene, but it is unlikely
for them to be orientated identically, and therefore the envi-
ronment’s lighting configuration could also affect the way the
camera perceives objects.

Testing has shown that certain vibrant colours are usually
detected between views, even without correction. In the gen-
eral case, however, a calibration scheme will be needed to en-
sure that colour features match between views. Several auto-
matic methods have been reviewed which are aimed at provid-
ing colour constancy [1], based on certain assumptions (e.g.
Lambertian reflectance), and independence from device gamma
[4]. Most of these methods are aimed at offline processing for
image retrieval systems and are therefore not well suited to real-
time multi-camera environments.

Austermeier et al. [5] have shown a promising method,
which is being explored, for performing an unsupervised,
target-based calibration scheme for normalising illumination
changes. Their tests showed that a cloud of RGB pixels (plotted
by omitting their spatial image placement) preserves its topol-
ogy when subjected to a change in illumination. Furthermore,
if the clouds of the original and resulting images are each quan-
tised by a set of Self-Organising Map (SOM) prototypes, pixel

colour can be corrected by simply translating its prototype be-
tween the two maps. SOMs have the useful feature of being
able to quantise data into a set of prototypes, while at the same
time preserving topological relationships between neighbouring
neurons.

To clarify, usually the main usage of SOMs is for dimen-
sion reduction of feature data. However, in this application it
is simply used as a 3-D data-fitting method. Another common
practice is to use a 2-D neuron grid for the SOM. The main
reason is because its distance matrix (depicting clustering infor-
mation) is best understood in planar form. Once again, since
this scheme is using the SOM’s fitting ability, it is necessary
to use an exact representation of the data, and thus the map is
created as a 3-D lattice.

7. Conclusions
In conclusion, a realisable multi-camera implementation based
on a distributed paradigm should prove to be a solid foundation
for data exchange and synchronisation.

Approaching the tracking problem from a classification
viewpoint in order to complement conventional tracking meth-
ods may prove a viable way of attaining a more robust person
tracking system.

Using CIE L*a*b* colour features allows good comparison
in feature space. At present, pyramid segmentation shows the
most promise in providing a breakdown of colour components
both in terms of speed and quality.

A kernel-based classification approach was favoured since
the features are already grouped in a unimodal fashion. The
Kernel Adatron Support Vector Machine implementation is a
simple method that ensures optimum classification while also
shedding redundant features and allowing a compact class rep-
resentation.

Although the present implementation can correctly iden-
tify targets between different cameras, the accuracy depends on
lighting conditions and the perspective viewing angle of each
camera. For this reason a more robust colour calibration method
is needed to ensure colour constancy between multiple camera
views.

Finally, a large benefit is that the system can classify targets
without a motion segmented image, thereby extending its appli-
cation to other areas including: identifying targets or locations
with mobile cameras; and tracking targets with a Pan Tilt Zoom
camera.
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